
       Starlight Express pendant
(Zoltan Kisjuhasz - Gyöngysziget)

Beads:  
(A) – Matubo Miniduo (30db)
(B) – Czech Mates Diamond (10db)
(C) – Miyuki Rocaille 15/0
(D) – Miyuki Half Tila (10db)
(E) – Swarovski Bicone 3mm (10db)
(F) – Swarovski Rivoli 18mm (1db)

Step 1

Pick up B + C + A + C then go back through the free hole of 
the B bead and pick up  
C + A + C on the other side. Go through the B + C + A beads 
from the beginning of this step and finally go through the free
hole of the A bead. This will be the base unit of our pendant.

Step 2

As you come out of the A bead pick up
C + B + C + A + C then go back throgh the free hole of B and
pick up C on the other side then through the initial A and back
through  C + B + C + A  from the beginning of the step and 
then through the free hole of the A bead. Repeat until you get 
10 each of A and B. Note that when you connect the „chain” 
there already will be an A bead on the other side of B. Also, 
make sure that your „chain” does not twist before you 
connect the ends. 

 

Step 3

    Come out of any C bead and connect the C's with D beads 
as shown on the picture. This will be the backside of the 
pendant.



Step 4

Transfer to the free hole of any of the D beads and connect 
them with 2 x C.

Step 5

Transfer to the „front” of the pendant and come out of any of 
the C beads and connect them with 5 x C as shown on the 
picture.

Step 6

Using the same C beads as at the beginning of the previous 
step connect these C's with  C + A + C.

Step 7

Connect the A beads from Step 6 with  C + A + C and then 
connect the new A beads with E beads. Before pulling the 
thread tight put F in place and tighten the thread. One you are 
finished fix the 5 x C's on the side  so that they have a 
triangular shape.



This tutorial is the intellectual property of Zoltan Kisjuhasz (Gyongyoslada Bt) and is intended for individual use. Any and all commercial use
and/or provision for remuneration is prohibited. In case one wished to teach this tutorial as part of a workshop or class the previous approval of

the IP owner is required.

In case of publication of jewels made using this tutorial the following should be mentioned: the name of the designer, the name of the design and
the source (link).

Thank you and have fun! 

Zoltan Kisjuhasz   


